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For many travelers, Italy is seen as roman-
tic, mysterious and a bit chaotic, with torpid
heat, gorgeously rich colors and irresistible
food. In reality, of course, every region has a
distinct culture and identity. But Palermo, the
ancient capital of Sicily and jewel of the
Mediterranean, lives up to the Italy of popular
imagination. It’s joyful and colorful, rich in art
and cuisine, but also disorganized, unable even
to reliably collect the garbage.

Life is busily lived on the streets here.
Clothes hang haphazardly from balconies.
Motor scooters zip down narrow alleyways
(often driven by children going the wrong
way). People shout in Sicilian - a dialect in-
comprehensible to many Italian speakers -
back and forth across streets and from win-
dows. They gesture, sing and openly observe
others. All this plays out in a city steeped in
religious rituals, intricate history, stunning art
and stunning decay. It’s a place living amid the
past - a past lost in so much of today’s mod-
ernizing Italy.

It’s also a culture that can seem oddly fa-
miliar to outsiders, likely due to the waves of
Sicilians who emigrated to the U.S. and made
their mark on everyday American life in every-
thing from food to pop culture. Part of “The
Godfather” was filmed here and the Mafia re-
mains a force despite government crackdowns

and the public’s outrage and resistance in the
wake of bombings that killed two anti-Mafia
magistrates and others with them in 1992.

Palermo’s mosaic
Before being bombed by Americans in

World War II and ransacked by the Mafia after
the war, Palermo was for centuries one of Eu-
rope’s most splendid cities, rich with churches,
palaces, theaters, villas. Much of that illustri-
ous past remains, albeit faded, but so does
deep poverty.

There are medieval Arab-Norman palaces
(La Zisa, La Cuba, the Norman Palace), fantas-
tic churches (the main cathedral with tombs of
Norman royalty and the Cathedral of Mon-
reale with extraordinary mosaics), art-filled
Spanish palaces, the grand Teatro Massimo
opera house, and much more. What makes the
city unique is the mixture of cultures across
centuries: a tapestry of Phoenician, Greek,
Roman, Arab, Norman, Jewish, French, English,
Spanish and Italian influences.

“You need an encyclopedia to describe the
Palermitan,” says Pietro Tramonte, a retired
accountant who runs an eccentric outdoor
bookstore. “Here you find a laboratory, just
like when life began. It’s an impossible mosaic.
But we’re forced to live together.” Just then, a
man in a car hails Tramonte from the end of


